Cingulate cortical and anterior thalamic neuronal correlates of the overtraining reversal effect in rabbits.
Multiple-unit activity of the cingulate cortex and the anteroventral (AV) nucleus of the thalamus in rabbits was recorded during reversal training, following differential conditioning of a locomotory (wheel rotation) avoidance response. The CS+ and CS- were pure tones (1 or 8 kHz) and the UCS was a footshock delivered through the grid floor of the wheel. One group of the rabbits received original training to a criterion followed immediately by reversal training. A second group received training to criterion followed by additional training sessions (overtraining), prior to reversal training. The results indicated that the overtraining reversal effect (ORE) occurred. That is, the overtrained subjects acquired the reverse discrimination in significantly fewer sessions than the non-overtrained subjects. The overall (non-discriminative) neuronal reactivity in all cingulate cortical laminae was reduced by overtraining, whereas the overall reactivity of the AV thalamus was enhanced. In addition, the non-overtrained subjects manifested a discriminative neuronal response appropriate to the original task (i.e. a greater response to the CS- than to the CS+ for reversal training), throughout the precriterial sessions of reversal training. This persistent 'original habit effect' occurred only at brief latencies (20-30 msec) after CS onset, and only in the deep cortical laminae (V-VI). The neuronal activity of the superficial laminae (I-IV) in non-overtrained subjects underwent a transition, in parallel with the behavior, from a discriminative response appropriate to the original task to one appropriate to the reversal task. No significant training-related changes were seen at any cortical depth in the overtrained subjects. Presentation of non-contingent footshocks during two sessions of reversal training following criterion re-enhanced the overall reactivity and the brief-latency discriminative neuronal response appropriate to the original task, which had undergone decline during reversal training, in the deep cortical laminae of the non-overtrained subjects. The enhanced overall reactivity and the discriminative activity in the superficial laminae of non-overtrained subjects had not declined during reversal training and were not altered by the non-contingent footshocks. The implications of these data are discussed in regard to the neural causation of the ORE.